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Direct marketing generates nearly £107 billion worth of business a year (source: The Direct 
Marketing Association). This report summarises independent research, commissioned by Opt-4 
Ltd, to assess the potentially enormous impact of data protection legislation and consumer 
permissioning on these revenues and on data asset value.  
 
Key Finding and Recommendation: This research has uncovered the worrying scenario that 
companies are not accurately measuring the asset value of their customer data. The emphasis 
appears typically to focus on the all important response rate with little regard to future up-sell and 
cross-sell opportunity. At a time when acquiring new customers is becoming ever more difficult, 
it sounds clichéd but more emphasis needs to be placed on understanding the value of permission 
to market so that revenues can be maximised where an existing relationship is already held. The 
potential for financial failure in companies who do not do so is staggering. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 
 
 
 
 

 Data protection consultancy Opt-4 Ltd commission Kytemark Solutions to research the 
financial impact of data protection legislation - not in terms of how many  
non-compliance fines have or haven’t been issued but from the wider perspective of how 
companies can or can’t now generate data driven revenue. 
 

 The main objective of the research was to examine and understand how companies 
currently evaluate their direct marketing activity and once ascertained, to see how 
revenues have been affected.  

 
 In-depth, face-to-face interviews were conducted with 20 marketers and two data 

analytical bureaux.  
 

 Out of the 20 marketers interviewed, 13 didn’t have robust Lifetime Value (LTV) models 
embedded as part of their marketing activity.  

 
 Reasons cited prohibiting greater LTV understanding and marketing data asset valuations 

were:  
 

o No single customer view marketing database in place. 
- Half (10) companies interviewed didn’t currently have a marketing ‘single 
customer view’ database, although 3 of these were in the process of installing 
one. 
 

o Insufficient understanding of LTV across an organisation.  
- Whilst data protection and data asset value has now generally reached the 
Boardroom, the trend is for companies to err on the side of caution as there is real 
fear, not so much from possible prosecution but concern about possible consumer 
complaint 
 

o Being overly focused on short term objectives. 
- Frequently marketers are given short term targets that allow little or no 
opportunity to build brand loyalty. 
 

o Inability of suppliers to provide necessary analytical support.   
- For a holistic view of ones data, accurate assessment needs to be made of all 
areas of a company’s data flow, included that processed by suppliers. Fulfilment 
bureaux in particular, do not always have the necessary reporting and analytical 
expertise to support LTV calculations. 
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o Lack of understanding of potential third party data sales.  
- If companies legally obtain reasonable levels of permission from their 
customers they can rent this data to suitable, reputable companies creating 
welcome additional revenue.   Unfortunately the research showed that many 
companies still hadn’t fully evaluated the potential income to be gained from 
third party data sales.  
 

o Unpredictable consumer behaviour. 
- Consumers may be un-predictable both in terms of their purchasing and 
permissioning behaviour but communication strategies can be deployed that 
build long term relationships and enhance permissions. However, few companies 
showed evidence of using these techniques. 
  

o Little or no monitoring of opt-out rates and testing of statements. 
- Opt-4 research conducted in 2005 and titled ‘The Opt-Out Fallout’, showed that 
opt-outs of differently worded permission statements, assessed by the same 
respondents varied from 45% to 82%.  The difference between getting 
permission statements ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ for the consumer will clearly have an 
enormous impact on a companies future customer revenue. In this study, only 3 
out of 20 respondents had tested different permission statements.  

 
o Inadequate understanding of cross and up-sell potential. 

- An area of uncertainty mentioned by some responders related to whether they 
could or couldn’t cross sell products.  Caution, understanding and appropriate 
‘ring fencing’ will be required of company data otherwise customers might be 
bombarded with marketing messages to the detriment of future revenues.   

 
o Inaccurate understanding of data protection legislation. 

- Inaccurate understanding of how data protection legislation should be applied in 
practice is frequently having an enormous financial impact.  One respondent 
spoke of how a travel company had calculated they were loosing £45,000 per 
month in revenue (£1.2million a year) by not calling TPS registered customers to 
sell future holidays.   

 
 In conclusion, the study has shown too frequently that all marketing emphasis appears to  

focus on response rates with little regard to future up-sell and cross-sell opportunity. 
Gathering permission for longer term relationships is rarely a strategic objective.  
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1.0 – DATA PROTECTION IN PRACTICE: CURRENT GENERAL PRACTICE  
 
 
 

In 2005 Opt-4 Ltd commissioned research, conducted by Kytemark Solutions Ltd, to evaluate the 
overall impact of data protection legislation on direct marketing activity and the summary report 
was called, ‘Data Protection In Practice: Permission Marketing Tunnel Vision’.   

The main revelations of this document, which became the pre-curser for the latest research, are 
listed below: 

2005 Report Key Findings 
 

 Principal factors affecting data protection practitioners include: company and employee 
experience; features of service based marketing; customer versus prospect marketing; 
business-to-business versus business-to-consumer; business distribution; international 
operators;  handling legacy data;  company size and structure; managing affinity 
partnerships and individual responsibility for data protection. 

 
 Principal issues for data protection practitioners include: relationships between marketing 

and internal legal teams, managing permission statements, the rise of telephone 
preference & corporate telephone preference service, e-commerce, third party data usage; 
use of external consultants and usage of marketing operational platforms. 

 
 One of the most significant findings of the research was how few marketers seemed to 

know how many customers and prospects are opting out of receiving their marketing 
communications.  Most could provide an opinion of whether opt-out rates were changing 
but few were able to provide precise information of how many people have asked to not 
be contacted or any estimate of the financial consequence of this.  

 
 The rate of opt-out/in change received a mix response but most respondents said opt-out 

rates are increasing but not necessarily at an increasing rate.  
 
 Some respondents quote opt-out rates of between 30% to 50% 

 
 All respondents said complaints to receiving direct marketing communications are very 

few and far between. Even when enquiries are made, consumers usually only ask, ‘where 
did you get my name from?’   

 
 More serious consumer enquiries, sometimes coming in the form of a ‘Subject Access 

Request’ are still very rare. 
 

 A consistent response throughout the research was that the Information Commissioner 
has had little/no visible impact in enforcing data protection law and the respondents 
repeatedly said they had seen no evidence of this office’s activity whatsoever.  
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 It seems companies are very keen to follow 'best practice' but struggle sometimes to 
know what this actually is. 

 
 
It was clear from this research that data protection is now a significant issue for all companies 
who promote their products and services by directly targeting individuals. The wide range of 
legislative measures, including  The Data Protection Act 1998 and The Privacy and Electronic 
Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003 in particular, have had far reaching 
implications on how companies manage their businesses.   
 
Given this picture, Opt-4 Ltd wished to gain a clearer understanding of the overall financial 
impact of the legislation, not just in terms of how many non-compliance fines had or hadn’t been 
issued but from the wider perspective of how companies can or can’t now generate revenue. 
 
 
Research Aim: Key un-answered questions exist as to how the £107 billion revenue 
generated per year from direct marketing activity (source; The DMA), is being impacted 
upon by data protection legislation and its practical implementation by marketers. 
 
 
Key questions arising from the 2005 research were: 
 
Do we know what the actual potential consumer opt-out threat is?  
For example, is the sign up to TPS an indicator of general negative feeling about  direct 
marketing in general or just a reaction to bad telemarketing practice and silent calls? What if a 
50%+ level of opt-out becomes the norm? 
 
How should companies start evaluating the financial impact of opt-out rates? 
Without permission, customers cannot be upsold and have to be recruited over again. Is the 
increased cost this represents being factored into customer value calculations for the long term? 
 
How real are the perceived key issues people believe they are facing trying to interpret data 
protection legislation?  
Is it “Don’t know” or “Don’t want to know”? Is there a danger that contact strategies are being 
based on a poor understanding of the law and bad permissioning practice? 
 
Should companies be looking for new channels to market?  
Companies are already re-deploying budgets as a result of opt-outs (or lack of  
opt-ins). Will they soon run out of direct channels to market? 
 
To what extent can we use the past and current position to gauge what the future holds in 
store? 
If marketers are not even aware of or able to measure their opt-out rates, how can they plan for a 
future which may see a significant escalation? 
 
Is the Information Commissioner’s currently perceived minimal presence an accurate 
indication of data protection enforcement both now and in the future? 
More enforcement is said to be on the cards but where are the pressure points and will the 
Information Commissioner’s Office be given more powers? 
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Is data protection being adequately acknowledged at Board level? 
The capitalisation of customer databases is now relatively common but customer  details without 
permission for future marketing have little value. However, Boardroom recognition of Data 
Protection issues remains poor. 
 
How can companies achieve an optimal balance between successful marketing activity and 
necessary compliance? 
Without a good knowledge of the law and an active permission strategy, companies are not only 
potentially breaking the law but also damaging their asset value.  Compliant marketing which has 
the potential to increase permission should be the goal. 
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2 - RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 
 
2.1 – Summary Objectives: 
 
The main objective of the research was to examine and understand how companies currently 
evaluate their direct marketing activity and once ascertained, to see how revenues have been 
affected.  
 
In broad terms the research objectives were:  
 

 To understand how companies currently calculate the value of ‘a name’ or customer.   
 

 To understand the impact of customer permissioning and legislation compliance. 
 
2.2 – Value of a Name Assessment, Key Questions: 
 

 Do marketers/companies calculate profit contribution by customer? If so, how? 
 

 Do marketers/companies calculate lifetime value? If so, how? 
 

 Which key variables determine typical customer revenue? 
 

 What are typical acquisition costs per customer? How are these calculated? 
 

 How do acquisition costs vary? 
 

 What ranges of customer profitability are there between greatest and worse profit 
earners? 

 
 What factors impact cross-sell and up-sell opportunities? 

 
 Are profitability models changing and if so how? 

 
 Who/which company department has responsibility for customer profitability modelling 

and forecasting? 
 

 What are the key steps to maintaining and increase customer profitability? 
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2.3 – Assessment of Data Protection’s Financial Impact, Key Questions:  
 

 Which aspects, if any, of data protection legislation impact most greatly on marketing 
activity?   

 
 Are consumers becoming aware of ‘consumer rights’ and if so, is this impacting on 

response rates?  
 

 To what extent does the existence of permission statements on marketing 
communications impact the creative and subsequent response? (Asking for opinion)   

 
 Is this something which is/has been measured?   

 
 Are opt-out rates measured?  

 
 If yes, how are they changing? 

 
 Are consumers reacting differently by contact medium i.e. telephone, post, electronic 

communications? 
 

 What other costs are associated with compliance? 
 

- Time: understanding and applying legislation?  
 

- Operational: creating data platforms that can accommodate permissions? 
 

- Complaint/query handling?  
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3 - RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESEARCH TARGET AUDIENCE 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Research Sponsors – Opt-4 Ltd 

This research project was sponsored by Opt-4 Ltd, a consultancy service designed to advise 
marketers on data protection issues and compliance. 

Opt-4’s two directors are Jenny Moseley and Rosemary Smith, both long established marketing 
consultants and who established this company in early 2005 to help companies find an 
appropriate balance between maximising marketing opportunities, whilst staying within the 
confines of the law.   

Further Company details can be found at www.Opt-4.co.uk 

 
3.2 Research Consultancy – Kytemark Solutions Ltd  
 
Kytemark was formed in 2000 as a freelance marketing services consultancy providing 
companies advice and assistance with most elements of the marketing mix, including business 
research. 
 
All research for this programme was designed, conducted and reported upon by David Milnes, 
Director.   
 
David has undertaken several qualitative strategic business research projects, which have 
included a total of over 300 investigative meetings with senior executives, typically marketers 
from blue-chip companies.   
 
David spent 13 years working in client facing roles in the direct marketing arena and holds The 
Market Research Society Advanced Certification.  
 
 
3.3 – Research Methodology 
 
It is not the objective of this research exercise to provide conclusive and statistically verifiable 
results but instead, to provide in-depth understanding of this issue.  
 
The research has adopted a predominantly qualitative approach, which has provided 
understanding and insight rather than statistical measurement.   
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The research endeavoured to reflect the views of the wider universe or population of direct 
marketers.   The research targets were: 
 

 Quantity: 22 individual face-to-face in-depth interviews.  
 
 Job Function: Marketing managers / or those associated to company use of personal 

data. 
 
 Industry Sectors:  There was no bias towards any industry. 

 
 Company size:  SME’s and large organisations. 
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PART II – RESEARCH FINDINGS   
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SECTION 4 – INTERVIEW SUMMARY RESULTS  
 
 
 
Sub Section 4.1 - Highlights the central finding of the research, that companies are frequently not 
maximising understanding of their customer data.  
 
Sub Section 4.2 - Provides an overview the typical company approaches to data driven marketing 
analysis.  
 
Sub Section 4.3 – Shows some of the restrictions stopping companies doing more with their data.   
 
 
4.1 – Key Finding: Infrequent Use of Lifetime Value (LTV) Analysis 
 
To understand and assess the financial impact of data protection, would not be possible without 
first ascertaining how companies calculate the value and return they receive from their data 
driven marketing activity.  
 
Despite direct marketing analytics and lifetime value modelling being in existence for many 
years, one of the most significant revelations from this research was finding how few companies 
actually carry out ongoing, robust analysis of this nature.   
 
So despite £27 billion being spent on direct marketing each year (Source DMA), frequently it 
seems companies do little more than calculate return on investment on a campaign by campaign 
basis.  
 
Two of the interviewees worked for data analytical companies and were fully conversant of data 
modelling techniques.  From the remaining 20 respondents, only 3 companies showed detailed 
evidence of data analytics.  In a further 4 instances the respondent was not directly involved in 
such activities but suggested colleagues might be.    
 
 
Therefore most startling of all, out of the 20 marketers interviewed, 13 didn’t have robust LTV 
models embedded as part of their marketing activity.  
 
 
It is accepted that identifying such activity is not just a black or white issue and that there are 
many forms and degrees by which marketers can assess their direct marketing activity.  
Nonetheless, from the interviews conducted, it became apparent that many did not have precise, 
consistent and long term analytical systems in place.  
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Section 4.2 – Typical Approaches to LTV Analysis 
 
As stated above, the research demonstrated that many marketers and companies do not fully 
analyse the asset value of their customer data.  
 
One direct marketing agency commentated, ‘My team frequently report they are horrified at how 
poorly many of their prospective clients currently analyse direct marketing activity.’ From a 
business perspective he said he is gladdened by this!  
  
Most, if not all marketers will make some financial assessment of the results of their marketing 
activity but the concern is over the depth of their interpretation.  A retailer said, ‘Many customers 
repeat purchase and unfortunately this tends to be the lower end buyer’,  but this is where the 
analysis began and ended, with no real understanding of who their customers are and how their 
future purchases might be impacted upon.  A common complaint from retailers seems to be the 
difficulty of ‘knowing ones customer’, particularly those people who only purchase from retail 
outlets.    
  
One mid-sized publisher freely admitted they didn't seem to have any robust LTV model in 
place.  At the time of the interview the respondent did attempt to pull some figures together but 
seemed to concentrate purely on missed list rental opportunities caused by responders opting-out 
of third party contact.    
 
One charity commented that as budgets are tight, there would have to be strong justification for 
any marketing analysis spend - but it seemed they didn't have models or forecasting techniques to 
calculate likely return on investment (ROI) and LTV.   It was described as bit of a 'chicken and 
egg' situation - it being hard to make a forecast on a particular marketing activity until the 
campaign had been run but equally difficult to get the budget for a campaign in the first place 
without knowing the likely results.  
  
There were some exceptions where the respondents clearly did appreciate the full scope of their 
data assets.  One spoke of how automotive retailers apparently make very little profit on car 
sales but most revenue is derived from downstream 'after sales'.  Often it is only 13-14 months 
into a customer relationship that a profit be made.  If the showroom doesn't understand and 
engage their customers for the long term, then there really is very little to be gained.  
  
In another example, one charity showed great foresight and spoke of making long term 3-5 year 
planning projections, based on forecast response rates and donorship levels.  
 
In defence of not undertaking any LTV analysis, some respondents said there wasn’t anything to 
analyse, either because the company was new and there was currently in-sufficient historical data, 
or that direct marketing had only recently been introduced. 
   
Generally though, and for reasons explained later in this report, analytics aren’t always central to 
a companies’ marketing strategy.  One respondent’s company spends £25 million per year on 
marketing activity but constantly battles his peers who strongly believe that their future focus 
should be based on mass marketing acquisition with little to no focus on existing customer 
development.   
 
The problem for one respondent was that their brand managers are targeted on short term 
penetration and she said for them direct marketing generally takes a while to establish customer 
loyalty.   
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The scope of customer management attitudes seem to be hugely diverse.  For one respondent, 
complaints in their current company were high but in a previous company which sold pet food 
they had established inbound 'help and advice' lines for pet owners which gave the opportunity to 
build genuine rapport with customers.  They would occasionally receive photos of people's cats, 
demonstrating permission marketing is more than just receiving legal permission to communicate. 
  
An organisation operating in a business to business market, said they currently have about 
100,000 business readers and they believe it is unlikely that their prospect universe is much 
greater than this.  For them, it is therefore critical they truly understand how this limited pool can 
be nurtured and developed.   Perhaps not surprisingly, this company had developed a LTV model.  
Built internally and ‘only’ managed in an excel spreadsheet, it provided the necessary information 
to help managers know where the company was heading.  With profits margins ever tightening, 
there had been increasing pressure from within the business to demonstrate ROI on marketing 
spend.  
 
This company knew that typically it cost them £50 to acquire a new customer and that it would be 
two years before they could expect to break even.  For them, understanding LTV and maximising 
the ability to gain future customer permissioning, is critical to achieving future profitability.  
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Section 4.3 – Restrictions on LTV Analysis  
 
4.3.1 – Marketing Database and Single Customer View  
 
If a company is going to have any realistic chance of seizing the asset value of its data, there 
needs to be the platforms and systems in place to provide a holistic customer view. 
 
A number of companies interviewed spoke of specific marketing databases either being planned, 
mid way through implementation or that are up and running.   For other companies, customer data 
resided on operational platforms but might still be accessible in some form for marketing 
analysis.   But for half of the marketers interviewed (10 out of 20) a specific marketing database 
does not currently exist in their company.   The full results were: 
 
From 20 Respondents:  
 
No Marketing Database -  Total of 10 Companies 
No current marketing database and none planned in the near future – 6 companies 
No current marketing database but is planned to be implemented in the near future – 4 companies 
 
Do Have A Marketing Database -  Total of 10 Companies 
Marketing database in place but LTV analysis not undertaken – 3 
 
Marketing database in place, LTV analysis not undertaken by marketer interviewed – 4 
Marketing database in place and LTV analysis being analysed by marketer interviewed – 3  
 
 
The possibilities for many marketers to understand their customer data is severely restricted by 
their companies not having adequate data management systems in place.  
 
It is interesting to see the three instances where LTV analysis does take place but is not 
undertaken by the marketer interviewed.  The respondents seemed to mainly be concerned with 
day to day campaign execution and suggested other colleagues analysed results and future 
customer value.  It still seems strange that people involved in marketing delivery, are not 
involved in the analysis of what they do.   
 
Apart from being able to analyse Company wide marketing activity, a single customer view is 
also useful from a legal perspective.  A publisher spoke of how collecting permissions from 
different sources is also a major problem for them and they weren’t sure how they should handle 
permissions coming in for the same person but from different channels.  
 
One respondent had done an MBA which included studies on LTV modelling but frustratingly, 
whilst she would love to be doing more LTV calculations and forecasting, their systems are not 
currently sophisticated enough.  This is being addressed and she soon expects everything to be in 
place so this can be measured.  
  
Achieving error-free processing of ones data is also critical.  One company had a database of 
20,000, but they currently only have opt-ins for just fewer than 10,000 records.  When the 
company started they initially had a mistake with the registration process so that people were not 
given the opportunity to opt-in at the point of sign-up.  Only if you went back into to review your 
account profile could you provide your permissioning.  It took 3 months before they spotted this 
costly error.  
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 4.3.2 – Role of Non-marketing Colleagues and Senior Management   
 
In some instances whilst marketers are fully aware of the value of customer data, few others 
within an organisation have this same understanding.   
 
It seems that in many instances companies appoint their ‘data protection champion’ and everyone 
else ‘washes their hands’ of the matter.   Sometimes this person might be a marketer but more 
often seems to be either a database manager or a person with wider operational or legal 
responsibilities.   With the heavy weight of possible prosecution on their shoulders, policy 
towards usage of data is often overly restrictive.     
 
A representative from a large analytical company said they found most companies will lean 
towards over compliance rather than 'take risks' pushing the boundaries of data protection 
legislation interpretation.  He wondered how many companies are loosing competitive advantage 
by being too conservative with their interpretation.    
 
A different direct marketing agency said that in the last 18 months the issue has now generally 
reached Board level discussion but the general trend is for companies to err on the side of 
caution.  He thinks there is real fear, not so much from possible prosecution but concern from 
possible consumer complaints - particularly from 'professional complainers.' 
 
Harmony with data protection policy can exist within a company.  One large charity said 
decisions on interpretation of data legislation falls to their database manager and only very 
occasionally are there differences between him and the marketing department.   

One respondent who had recently joined a publishing company to head its circulation department, 
said overall understanding of data protection requirements within the marketing department and 
rest of the Company had been very poor.  However it is an area she is now trying to 'champion'.   
Attaining a consistent data management policy would surely be a pre-requisite to gaining an 
accurate understanding of the potential of future data driven marketing revenues.  

One person interviewed had a responsibility to provide direct marketing support for 40 brand 
managers within a company.  She is spending a lot of time at the moment trying to standardise 
their direct marketing production but this is clearly a huge task.  Sometimes she is brought in at 
an early stage of campaign planning - but all too frequently her involvement is left to the very last 
minute, with little chance left of her adding her expertise.  
  
In this company marketing budget is traditionally spent above the line, particularly on TV.  Direct 
marketing is an emerging discipline and it appeared the respondent has to undertake a fair amount 
of internal marketing to persuade her colleagues of its potential benefits.   
  
  
4.3.3 – Absence of Long Term Planning  
 
One respondent, an evidently experienced direct marketer, went to great lengths to discuss the 
importance of taking a long term perspective to understanding the value of ones data.   
 
She drew me a graph showing how brand penetration typically shows peaks around TV 
campaigns and troughs when they are not being shown.  Very interestingly, she added a second 
line above the first, showing the added impact when a targeted sector also receives some direct 
marketing activity.   Not surprisingly there is an improvement in response when direct marketing 
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is added to the overall marketing mix but importantly, she said the difference between the two 
lines grows significantly over a period of time.  This was a way of illustrating the importance of 
the 'recency' and 'frequency' of how regularly and frequently campaigns should be conducted.   
  
If margins are tight, it may only be after mailing 5 or 6 times that a campaign will start to show 
profit.  Taking a long term view is critical, because not every direct marketing campaign on its 
own has a positive ROI and therefore one must focus on the benefits of the long term picture.  All 
too often marketers are given short term targets that allow little or no opportunity to build brand 
loyalty.  Furthermore, marketing managers who frequently move jobs may not be interested in 
delivering long term gain.  
 
 
4.3.4 – Role of External Suppliers 
 
The direct marketing industry is awash with suppliers, many of which who have vast expertise 
and experience.  One respondent said they currently have a roster of 30 supplier agencies.  

 
One might therefore assume they are well positioned to provide clients the necessary insight to 
establish and unlock the value of their data.   
 
A data analytical bureau interviewed recognised that he doesn't know everything there is to know 
about data protection but strongly felt they had a sufficient grip to help clients find an appropriate 
balance between compliance and maximising marketing opportunity.  Working on interpretation 
of data protection legislation with their clients, happens on a very regular basis.  Only the 
previous day had they had 'lengthy' discussions with a client, where if the compliance people had 
got their way, marketing might as well 'pack-up shop'. 
 
Several of the publishers interviewed spoke of an over dependency of their fulfilment bureaux.  
These organisations have established themselves primarily as operational order fulfilment 
managers therefore detailed analysis and reports are often beyond their service scope. 
 
Nonetheless, if someone is to take a holistic of marketing data, then an accurate assessment needs 
to be made of all areas of a company’s data flow.  

One person spoke of how they have 40,000 records on their database - not all subscribers as many 
are just competition entrants and she feels there is a lot more they could be doing with their data - 
if only she could get the budget but also the understanding to build a business case for additional 
data driven marketing activity.  

 
4.3.5 – Third Party Data Sales  
 
Many companies see third party list sales as a useful ‘icing on the cake’ revenue earner. Or 
alternatively, their data may just be used to conduct list swaps as a means to obtaining free data 
for direct marketing activity.  
 
Many other companies interviewed felt that selling ones data, is almost akin to selling ones soul 
and that to do so would be to the detriment of the brand’s value.   
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The reality is that as long as care is taken as to whom list sales or swaps are made, then this 
additional income could be very welcome.  Overall benefit will of course be dependent on how 
many customers will agree to receive third party marketing communications.   
 
One respondent produced some counts from a subscriber database that showed c.1700 out of 
c.7,000 subscribers had opted-out of receiving third party communications.  He said that this 
mainly equated to a loss about £400 of list revenue but then said for some records with specific 
known information such as insurance renewal month data, some data buyers pay up to £10 per 
record.   
 
A retailer selling quality jewellery who took part in the survey had previously not released their 
data to third parties but, after finding a consortium of other high value retailers, were now 
considering swaps.   

One publisher acknowledged they had probably been too conservative with their use of marketing 
data.  For example they have a number of third party opt-in email addresses which they haven't 
been using which might bring revenue of 'thousands of pounds'. 

She continued to say that up to a third of people they target, opt-in to receive third party mailings, 
although she did continue to say that sometimes this was a 'pre-requisite' of entering a 
competition, and she acknowledged as to being unsure whether this is entirely legal. 

If companies legally obtain reasonable levels of permission from their customers they can rent 
this data to suitable, reputable companies creating welcome additional revenue.   Unfortunately 
the research showed that many companies still hadn’t fully evaluated the potential income to be 
gained from third party data sales. 
 
4.3.6 – Consumer Behaviour 
 
Accurate LTV and ROI models, is not just about data but about consumers.   It has been said 
magazine purchases are made within 5 seconds of arriving at a newsstand.  Someone might easily  
buy a Mars bar one day and a Kit Kat the next, but why did they change brand?  Frustratingly we 
may never know what finally prompts us to make our purchasing decisions but all marketers can 
do is try to assess the trends of groups of customers and prospects.  
 
To establish these groups, of course requires information about consumers and this is not always 
easy. A charity spoke of how most supporters show 'a very strong allegiance' to them but 
struggled to give any indication in monetary terms what the 'loyalty to the cause' actually meant 
in revenue terms.   Putting a value on a customer relationship doesn’t appear to be easy.  
 
One retailer interviewed said that only 1/3's of all store customers (where most sales are made) 
are prepared to provide their personal details for future promotions and this is despite the staff 
trained to present the permissioning in a positive light - 'information on exciting new ranges' etc.  
It could be assumed that a huge LTV opportunity is being lost by not being able to contact these 
people - but, the retailer was unconvinced.   They also felt that if attaining name and address is 
difficult for 2/3’s of their customers , what hope would there be of deriving more details 
consumer attributes.  
 
One client had recently undertaken a campaign to many millions of prospects worldwide and 
although there were only 6 complaints, there was a frenzy trying to identify whether correct 
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permissioning had been obtained.  Whilst in this case everything on the company's records was 
correct and there was no further action, it demonstrated the fear of consumer power.  
  
Conversely companies may want to be seen to be taking the moral high ground by not 
undertaking marketing communications - but often don't know at what cost to lost revenue. 
  
This research did uncover some success stories of companies gaining consumer confidence and 
building robust prospect data.  A CRM manager for non-profit organisation was very pleased that 
in recent months they had passed their target of 1 million registered people on their database, 
which had risen from 100,000 in just 3 years.   Many people have come from newspaper 
competitions but also from coupons and inserts. 
 
Often it is not just the company’s own marketing activity that can alter consumer purchasing 
habits. A telecommunication company spoke of how the growth of TPS had had a big impact on 
their acquisition activity.  She too had been the victim of the Kitchens Direct campaign of last 
year, including calls to her mobile and she could fully understand consumer annoyance with this  
un-solicited contact.  This company had previously relied on cold calling to gain new customers 
but volumes had now been drastically reduced.  Finding cold data they could call was becoming 
increasingly hard and the remaining non-TPS universe does not provide a good target market for 
them.  
 
10% of their current customers had asked not to receive marketing communications from them, 
which is often to the customer's own detriment.  The Company frequently provide upgrade 
services but for records flagged with opt-outs, they feel they are unable to communicate this 
benefit to their customers (although strictly this is not true). So for example, many broadband 
users are still on 150k bandwidth - just three times the speed of an analogue line.   
 
This respondent was very pleased with her outsourced telemarketing and she frequently listens 
into calls.   She always stresses the need for rapport and loyalty building.  Her feeling was that the 
public don't really understand their data protection rights but the rogue operators are making it 
much more difficult for reputable companies to operate.    
  
Most companies interviewed said customer complaints from their own direct marketing activity is  
very low.   
  
A charity said from a typical mailing of 80,000 they would only get about 10 people asking not to 
be contacted in future. They carry out upgrade calls to existing donors - including those who are 
TPS registered.  Sometimes TPS registered donors do ask why they have been called but only 
very rarely would anyone make any protest.  
  
A company that only runs ecommerce marketing activity say they frequently send  newsletters 
and competitions to their 10,000 opt-ins and typically only just 2 or 3 un-subscribe.   
 
Whilst The Direct Marketing Association are doing their utmost to raise a positive profile of 
direct marketing, nobody really knows how in the future consumers will opt in or out to receiving 
marketing communications.  The Telephone Preference file has now reached nearly 14 million 
subscribers.  The impact for one respondent was that she recently attempted to get 1.2 million 
consumer records tele-appended but due to TPS, only matched 70,000.   
 
Trying to be optimistic, some have argued that if some marketing channels such as email or 
telephone are no longer working then they will simply switch to another medium such a direct 
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mail or door to door.  Unfortunately the life for a marketer is not this simple. One retailer 
interviewed had recently sent an expensive catalogue to 10,000 people and got just 3 direct orders 
which suggests that direct mail is not a suitable medium.   
  
Consumers may be un-predictable both in terms of their purchasing and permissioning behaviour 
but communication strategies can be deployed that build long term relationships and enhance 
permissions. However, few companies showed evidence of using these techniques 
 
4.3.7 – Opt-out Rates 
 
A fundamental aspect of realising the potential of LTV is of course having permission to 
communicate with customers and prospects.  
 
One of the most significant findings of Opt-4’s ‘Data Protection In Practice’ research conducted 
in 2005, was how few marketers seemed to know how many customers and prospects are opting 
out of receiving their marketing communications.  Most could provide an opinion of whether opt-
out rates were changing but few were able to provide precise information as to how many people 
have asked to not be contacted or any estimate of the financial consequence of this.  
 
This alarming finding was further supported by the 2006 research.  One of the direct marketing 
agencies interviewed said that most companies are now aware of opt-out's but through 
inertia, very rarely does anyone question the opt-out rate and whether anything could be done to 
improve it.   
 
They also raised the interesting point of whether someone who 'borders on opting-in or out' would 
respond in the same way as someone who is happy to give marketing permission.   
They also wondered to what extent in the future we would be drawn into an opt-in only culture.  
Suggesting consumers are already becoming increasingly empowered, they mentioned how there 
are now websites where you can offer your custom, say for house insurance, for auction by 
insurance companies.    
  
Another piece of Opt-4 research, conducted in 2005 and titled ‘The Opt-Out Fallout’, showed that 
opt-outs of differently worded permission statements, assessed by the same respondents varied 
from 45% to 82%.  The difference between getting permission statements ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ for 
the consumer will clearly have an enormous impact on a companies future customer revenue.  
 
What was particularly disturbing was that only three of the 20 respondents in this research had 
actually tested different permission statements.   
 
One respondent in this survey talked about some testing he had undertaken with a previous 
company where they had spent a large amount of time with customers trying different types of 
positive style permissioning. For example they tested 'can we keep you up to date with exciting 
new offers?’ and from this approach they had gained an 80% opt-in.  He felt with an honest and 
enticing approach, people will be a happy to receive marketing communications.   
   
 
4.3.8 – Cross Selling  
 
One important area of uncertainty mentioned by a few responders related to whether they felt 
they could or couldn’t cross sell products.  A publisher said he would cross promote different 
publications to current subscribers but only those which had an obvious affinity.  Other than that, 
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his company tend to always err on the side of caution.    It is possible they could be gaining much 
more as people do typically have more than one area of interest, or might be interested in buying 
a gift for friends or family.   
 
Clearly there has to be some caution, understanding and appropriate ‘ring fencing’ of company 
data otherwise the customer might be bombarded with marketing messages to the detriment of 
future revenues.  One company spoke of how ‘large numbers’ of their customers opted out of 
receiving marketing messages because historically they had probably over mailed them and not 
targeted them enough. 
  
 
4.3.9 – Legislation Interpretation 
 
Inaccurate understanding of how data protection legislation should be applied in practice is 
having an enormous financial impact on companies.   
 
One particular area of misunderstanding, appears to be around the calling (or not calling) of 
customers who also happen to be TPS registered.   
 
One respondent spoke of how a travel company had calculated they were loosing £45,000 per 
month in revenue (£1.2million a year) by not calling TPS registered customers to sell future 
holidays.  He talked about how unclear he thought the 'soft opt-in' rule was.  At his current 
company they had spent 4 weeks debating this point internally.  
 
The same respondent felt appalled at the way legislation is introduced without the implications at 
grass roots being properly thought through.  Apparently Ofcom have said that if Call Line 
Identification for contact centres doesn't become practical it might be withdrawn next year.  In the 
meantime, his company will need to spend about £280,000 to buy and install appropriate 
telecoms kit.    
  
One company had been advised in writing by The Information Commissioner's Office that they 
had to gain an opt-in to call TPS registered customers and was very grateful to Opt-4 Ltd who had 
subsequently told them that this wasn't necessary.   
  
For a religious based charity interviewed, one major impact of data protection on their marketing 
activity occurred in 1998 when new Data Protection legislation brought in rules around usage of 
'sensitive' data.  Up to that point, much of their acquisition activity had been focused 
on mailing data sourced from a sponsored question on a lifestyle survey.   Post the 1998 Data 
Protection Act, it was deemed that the charities question about faith and places of worship was 
eliciting 'sensitive data' and therefore whilst it was still asked on the questionnaire, its completion 
was no longer compulsory. The lifestyle company continued to print the question but in a red box 
marked as 'completion optional'.  Not surprisingly the question completion rate fell dramatically.  
 Since then they have continued to use lifestyle data but they have had to use other, less targeted 
variables.   
 
Another area of frequent uncertainty relates to legacy data.  Several respondents asked during the 
research whether they could send a communication to the non-opted in portion of their database, 
not to sell anything, but just to ask if they would like to change their minds on currently 
registered opt-outs.  
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One person asked whether she could use the competition entries that have sat under her desk for 
while.  In reality, legacy files might be ‘pots of gold’ or might be worthless if suitable 
permissioning hadn’t been obtained at the time of collection.  

What can and can’t be sent to customers still presents a huge uncertainty for companies.  One 
person didn’t know what to do if someone opt-outs of receiving a newsletter - can they still be 
sent product update information and/or training aids?  How should these permissioning 
complexities be practically managed?   

The number of, ‘can I or can’t I?’ questions for marketing practitioners is almost endless, 
particularly when one considers the unique factors that should be considered on a case by case 
basis.   It is the outcome to these decisions which will ultimately determine what happens to the 
£107 billion direct marketing revenue.  
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SECTION 5 – RESEARCH SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  
 
 
 
 
This research has uncovered the worrying scenario that companies are not accurately measuring 
the asset value of their customer data.  In their defence, it has become apparent there are a number 
of contributing factors.   
 
In addition to the items listed in this report, there are undoubtedly other factors. These might 
include:  
  

• Data analytics is not a skill area for many marketers and where they do have this 
deficiency, would they admit it? 

 
• Budget is easily pre-set for tangible direct marketing items such as postage and print but 

is not so easy for intangibles. 
 
It is clear that calculating LTV is complex, partly because markets themselves are complex.  
 
Most emphasis appears typically to focus on the all important response rate with little regard to 
future up-sell and cross-sell opportunity.  
 
At a time when acquiring new customers is becoming ever more difficult, it sounds clichéd but 
more emphasis needs to be placed on understanding the value of permission to market so that 
revenues can be maximised where an existing relationship is already held. The potential for 
financial failure in companies who do not do so is staggering.    
 


